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STRAIGHTFORWARD CALCULATIONS IN A SOCIAL CONTEXT

A. Basic Pay
The following terms should be explained: Basic Pay, Gross Pay, Salary, Annual, Per Annum.
It is probably worth reminding students that there are 12 months (52 weeks) in a year!

Example:
Mabel works from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. each day, Mon.-Fri.
If she is paid £4·20 per hour, what is her normal weekly wage? Ans: £147

Exercise 1 may now be attempted.

B. Overtime, Bonus and Gross Pay
The following terms should be explained:
Overtime, Double Time, Time and a Half, Bonus, Gross Pay.

Example:
Mrs Chalmers is a radiographer.  She works a basic 40 hour week and is paid £9.50 per hour.
Her overtime is paid at ‘time and a half’.  One week she worked a total of 48 hours.
What was her: (a) basic pay (b) overtime pay (c) gross pay?

Ans: £380 Ans: £114 Ans: £494

The same example could be done again, but this time using ‘double time’.
Ans: £380, £152, £532

Exercise 2 may now be attempted.
Note that the term ‘bonus could be mentioned; however Q8 and Q9 should be attempted
without prompting.

C. Deductions and Net Pay
The following terms should be explained:
National Insurance, Superannuation, Pension Fund, Union Dues etc.  Income Tax should only
be mentioned as a deduction.  The calculation of tax is included within Applications of
Mathematics (Int 2).

It should be stressed that Net Pay = Gross Pay minus Deductions.

Example:
This wage slip should be shown (on an OHP or board) and each item explained thoroughly.

Ans: Gross £320 Deduct £74·50 Net £245·50

Name Employee No. Week No. Tax Code NI Number

Jack Bean 327416 25 371L CD4182 S

Basic Pay Overtime Bonus Commission Gross Pay

£284 £26·00 £10·00 £0·00

Nat. Insurance Income Tax Pension Other Total Deductions

£23 £44·50 £7 £0·00

Net Pay
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Exercise 3 may now be attempted.
Note that Q4 works backwards towards ‘pension’.

D. Paying Back a Loan
A class discussion should take place on: Why do people take on a loan?

The following points should be discussed and explained:
APR – and why it is used,
How paying back works – it costs – why?
Protection .... with/without – which should you take?
Repayment Table

The table should be explained; a few cases could be picked at random from table, e.g. What
would you pay back per month for a £4000 loan, taken over 36 months?
Ans: £147·62 with protection £132·77 without protection.

The total cost of paying back the loan should be calculated and the reasons why it is so much
more than the total borrowed.
e.g. 36 x £147·62 = £5314·32(£1314.32 more than the amount borrowed, £4000)

Exercise 4 may now be attempted.

Exercise 5 is similar to Exercise 4, only this time the repayment tables are separated into a
with and without protection scheme called Loanguard.

It is suggested that the table is on OHP, or draw the students’ attention to that page in the
booklet.

Example:
The Samson family borrowed £5000 (with Loanguard) from the Scotia Bank over a period of
36 months.
(a) What was their monthly repayment? Ans: £195·62
(b) What was the total amount that they had to repay over the 36 months? Ans: £7042·32
(c) What was the cost of the loan to the Samson family? Ans: £2042·32

Exercise 5 may now be attempted.
Note that Q7 relies on both repayment tables being used.


